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Abstract: Foam concrete (FC) serves as an efficient construction material that combines well thermal
insulation and structural properties. The studies of material characteristics, including the mechanical,
physical, rheological, and functional properties of lightweight concrete, have been conducted
rigorously. However, a lack of knowledge on the design efficiency of reinforced FC (RFC) was
found in current research trends, compared to reinforced lightweight aggregate concrete. Therefore,
this paper presents a review of the performance and adaption in structures for RFC. According to the
code specifications, the feasibility investigation was preliminarily determined in structural use through
the summary for the mechanical properties of FC of FC’s mechanical properties. For reinforced
concrete design, a direct method of reduction factors is introduced to design lightweight aggregate
concrete, which is also suggested to be adapted into a lightweight FC design. It was found that
flexural shear behavior is a more complex theoretical analysis than flexure. However, a reduction
factor of 0.75 was recommended for shear, torsion, and compression; meanwhile, 0.6 for flexural
members. Serviceability limit states design should be applied, as the crack was found predominant
in RFC design. The deflection controls were recommended as 0.7 by previous research. Research on
RFC’s compression members, such as a column or load load-bearing wall, were rarely found. Thus,
further study for validating a safe design of RFC applications in construction industries today is
highly imperative.

Keywords: design efficiency; foam agents; lightweight concrete; characteristics; reinforced FC;
reduction factor; utilizations

1. Introduction

Foam concrete (FC) is a concrete composite with enclosed-air voids to reduce its self-weight.
The light-weight characteristics are caused by introducing bubbles of air using suitable preformed foam
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into cement paste. The foam is formed using water solution, expanded foaming agent with pressurized
air. The density of FC is varied from 300 to 1800 kg/m3 [1]. The presence of air bubbles in FC produces
unique features compared with ordinary concrete, e.g., acoustic absorption, low self-weight, resistance
to fire, thermal insulation, high porosity, high flowability, and required compressive strength [2,3]. FC is
used effectively in various countries, such as Turkey, Thailand, Philippines, Germany, and UK [4]. FC is
a lightweight construction material that highly depends on its density and constituents of mixture [1,3],
and it can be used in various construction applications (Figure 1). The non-structural use of FC has
been found actively in construction [5].

 

’

’

Figure 1. Common applications of foam concretes (FCs).

The cellular concrete is categorized into two types based on the pore-formation method: FC and
air-entrained concrete [6]. In the method of air-entraining, chemicals, such as gas-forming, are mixed
uniformly into the cement paste. As a result, the porous structure is formed by generating gas
due to chemical reaction action while mixing [7]. The aerating agents, namely hydrogen peroxide,
calcium carbide, and aluminum powder, are widely used. Two approaches are in everyday use to form
the pores in FC; (i) the pre-foaming process, which includes the appropriate amount of preformed foam,
is mixed with a water solution. (ii) Process of mixed foaming consisting of the cement and water is
mixing to obtain the uniform paste; subsequently, the prepared foam is poured into the cement paste [8].
According to the curing method and its density [9], aerated concrete is categorized as autoclave
(cured under temperature and pressure in a sealed device) and non-autoclaved concrete. For insulating
and filling purposes, the density ranged from 300 to 600 kg/m3 is used extensively. The density
varied between 600 and 1200 kg/m3, its application can be extended to non-load-bearing structures
(soundproofing screeds, thermal insulation, partition wall, outer leaf building panel, and precast
block). For the load-bearing structures, a high-density FC in the range of 1200–1900 kg/m3 is widely
used [10–14].
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Apart from providing good thermal [15,16], acoustic, insulation properties [15], and less
depleting resource consumption with the replacement of industrial and agricultural waste as building
materials [17–19], are the current research ventures towards low carbon footprint. Thereby, FC is
also beneficial to the pre-fabrication industry by minimizing transportation frequency and machinery.
FC is conventionally cast-in-situ, and its construction also brings the advantage of reducing temporary
supports or props with smaller formwork pressures [7]. A higher strength-to-weight ratio can also
be attained with the lightweight features, resulting in a smaller foundation, few columns, or longer
beam span [3]. FC alternatively becomes one of the lightweight construction materials, as lightweight
aggregate concrete competitively gives a narrow range of density reduction. In contrast, aerated concrete
needs a high temperature at the curing stage to chemically induce the voids [12,20] (Figure 1).

The Romans first noted the significant improvement of workability in lime mortar mixtures.
This improvement is observed by agitating animals’ blood to introduce bubbles in the lime mortar [1].
During 1923, the FC was placed in service for the first time as an insulative material [21]. In the 1950s and
1960s, FC’s production and its composition and physical properties were studied extensively first-ever.
It is initially applied for ground stabilization and filling of void and afterward driven to more frequent
usage as a material for building. For building performance, the consumed quantities of fossil fuels can
be reduced for energy-efficient building by minimizing the amount of carbon dioxide emitted [22].
Reportedly, FC exhibited sufficient strength to meet the usage limits of material for construction and
an industrial building [23]. No compaction and vibration are needed to fill the voids and cavities over
a long-range. It offers excellent thermal insulation, good resistance to fire, freeze/thawing properties,
and settlement-free and quick construction [24]. FC has found many applications in recent years;
ground stabilization, maintenance of road sub-bases for bridge abutments, monolithic low-rise building,
single dwelling building, thermal insulation, wall panels, and building blocks production, masonry
grouting, cavity filling, well backfilling, double-pitched roofs, mono-pitched roofs, thermal protection
of flat, acoustical barrier floors [25–27]. Although FC holds excellent properties as a suitable material
for construction, its emergence was about 5.6, 33.3, 5.6, and 5.6% for countries like Africa, Europe,
Australia, and North America, respectively.

Henceforth, it is to be noted that FC’s role in the building industry is not widely accepted due to a
lack of knowledge, material sureness, and obtainability of required technology [28]. However, there is
an occasional use of reinforced foam concrete (RFC) in the structural concrete system. This is due to a
lack of knowledge on the fabrication of concrete structural applications. To this end, this paper reviews
the design efficiency, characteristics, and utilization of RFC. It may have a different performance than
ordinary concrete, with a relatively low tensile strength of FC. Material properties of FC were critically
reviewed and the feasibility of structural use was also discussed according to the specifications of
current codes of practice. For reinforced concrete design, the theoretical background for reinforced
concrete was also studied and the adaption of codes of practice with reduction factors and the future
direction of lightweight FC applications were also highlighted.

2. Factors Affecting the Characteristics of FC

Several factors affecting properties of FC, namely fresh and harden densities, aggregate grading,
pozzolanic effect, foams used in concrete, etc. The following contents describe these factors.

2.1. Aggregate Grading

Table 1 shows the properties of FC for different aggregate grading. As claimed by [29], the finer
of the aggregate size may increase FC’s strength. However, it is not practical to sieve the aggregate
in massive production. As the particle size grading decreased, from passing through 2.36 mm sieve
to 0.60 mm, and 0.10 mm sieve, the strength has an increasing trend [30]. In a massive casting,
as mentioned in the slab casting research [31], it was found that the non-sieved sand may have lower
strength as compared to those sieved samples. Therefore, for factory quality control, precast FC should
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be produced with graded sand; meanwhile, cast-in-situ concrete strength should be allowed for some
reductions due to sieving is not practical at the site.

Table 1. Effect of the grading of aggregates.

Type of Material Used Main Findings Refs.

Quarry waste

The excellent bond is achieved through the finer quarry dust, which
alleviated the necessity of foam’s volume for the given density of

concrete. Henceforth, improved compressive strength and thermal
conductivity were detected.

[32]

Fine-recycled
concrete aggregate

The strength is greater, up to a 10% replacement by mass of sand.
Moreover, reported that the recycled sand exhibited higher porosity

and water absorption than calcareous sand used.
[33]

Polyvinyl waste
The combined ferrite, alumina, and silica content of polyvinyl waste
above 51.45% had the potential to produce C–S–H gel. Improved

bending performance and compressive strength.
[34]

Rice husk ash (RHA)
Compressive strength increased with increased RHA due to its

pozzolanic nature.
[35]

M Sand
Compressive strength increased up to 60% replacement of sand with

M Sand and after which it decreased.
[36]

Biomass aggregates
They observed that the biomass aggregate FC achieved the highest
compressive strength at 91 days of air curing compared to normal

sand in the indoor environment.
[37]

Different gradations
of sand

Flexural strength, compressive strength, and ductility were
increased with the fineness of sand.

[38]

Three diverse grout
binders such as quarry

dust, river sand,
and sea sand

Specimen with quarry dust as filler attained more density and
strength than other samples, and sea sand as filler achieved

relatively adjacent values of strength and density as river sand as
the grout materials.

[39]

Glass fines
Shrinkage in the concrete paste abridged. A noticeable

improvement in strength at lower density was reported.
[40]

2.2. Rate of Pozzolanic Binders

From previous research [28,41–43], the cement replacements can be conducted with palm oil fuel
ash (POFA), granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS), pulverized fly ash and eggshells. The high content
of pozzolanic binders shown in Table 2, may lead to C–S–H gel bonding the same as cement and
therefore exhibit the good pozzolanic effect. It offers the excellent property of fire-resistant in FC [44].
To reduce the FC heat of hydration, fly ash, GGBS, and silica fume was utilized as a substitution
for cement in the range of 10 to 75% [45]. It consumed additional time to reach the strength to the
maximum extent. Its micro-filling effect had a significant contribution to the FC mix design consistency
and long-term strength [46].

Stability is the term to describe the foams that exhibited in fresh and harden condition.
Drying shrinkage occurs in most of FC where bubbles may burst during curing process. This can lead
to increment of density. The difference may control within ±0.05 to prevent excessive shrinkage held
in concrete matrix. Most of the summarized results in Table 2 achieved the 5% difference, and their
strength were relatively valid for analysis. Furthermore, the strength is governed by its density.
To conduct comparison, performance index is used, where strength in unit density. From previous
studies, as shown in Table 2, pulverized fly ash and egg shell exhibited the highest and lowest of
performance index respectively as compared to others pozzolanic materials.
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Table 2. Properties of foam concrete (FC) with pozzolanic binders.

Refs. Variable of Investigation (s)
Density, kg/m3

Strength,
MPa

Performance
Index, MPaFresh Matured Stability

Type of pozzolanic binders

[43]
POFA as a

sand replacement,
28-day strength

No POFA 1248–1339 1200–1300 - 5.01–5.42 4.11–4.36

10% POFA 1326–1365 1287–1338 - 4.39–6.72 3.28–5.22

20% POFA 1326–1365 1288–1300 - 5.05–6.31 3.92–4.85

[28]
Granulated

blast-furnace slag as
cement replacement,

28-day strength

100% cement - 1167–1282 - 4.0–6.4 3.42–4.99

50% cement,
50% slag

- 1192–1298 - 4.2–6.6 3.52–5.08

[41]
Pulverized fly ash

(PFA) as
cement replacement

0 to 60% PFA - 1300–1650 - 3.0–15.9 2.30–10.60

[42]
Egg shell as

cement replacement
0, 2.5, 5, 7.5 &

10% of ES
1208–1222 1161–1243 0.99–1.05 1.36–4.31 1.15–3.56

POFA = palm oil fuel ash. Stability = proportion of measured fresh density to measured matured density.
Performance index = strength in unit density.

Pozzolanic reactions, as shown in Equations (1) and (2), can be used for representing the activity
where having SiO2 and Al2O3 for producing hydrated gels of C–S–H and C–A–H (Table 3) [47].
From previous research, it is recommended to limit their replacement cement with eggshells for
7.5% [42] and 20 to 30% for pulverized fly ash, PFA [41] and palm oil fuel ash, POFA [43] of cement
replacements to maintain its strength from gradually strength decrement. Table 3 shows the constituents
of pozzolanic materials.

Ca2+ + 2(OH)− + SiO2 → C-S-H (1)

Ca2+ + 2(OH)− + Al2O3 → C-A-H (2)

Table 3. Constituents of pozzolanic materials.

Mineral Cement

Pozzolanic Materials

POFA GGBFS PFA [48]
ES

[49] [50] [28] Bituminous Subbituminous Lignite

CaO 55–66% 4% 35.2% 42.9% 1–12% 5–30% 15–40% 97%
SiO2 20–24% 54% 27.5% 32.5% 20–60% 40–60% 15–45% -

Al2O3 0–8% 6% 10.6% 13.8% 5–35% 20–30% 20–25% -
MgO 5% 3% 7.1% 5.8% 0.43–1.17% 1.21–1.76% 3.1% -

POFA = palm oil fuel ash; GGBFS = ground granulated blast-furnace slag; PFA = pulverized fly ash; ES = eggshells.

2.3. Foaming Agents

It was proved that the foaming agents do not affect the mechanical properties much where
they do not affect the mechanical properties much where they alter the thermal properties and
sorptivity of FC [51]. Chemical foam agents (Table 4) govern the density of concrete via the amount
of air-voids formed in the mix of cement pastes. Foam air-voids are known as encircled bubbles
created as a result of the adding of chemical foam agents. The foam agent content has a significant
influence on concrete characteristics as its states; fresh and the hardened [52,53]. The quality
of foam agent has great significance since it signified FC’s constancy and also influenced the
strength and toughness of the produced FC [54]. The bubbles’ volume varies from 6% to 35%
of the total final mixture in most FC applications [55]. Foam agents are inorganic and organic
compounds in pellet or powder foam. The examples of organic agents are hydrazocarbonamide,
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azodicarbonamide benzenesulfonyl hydrazide, toluenesulfonyl hydrazide, azobisisobutyronitrile
dinitroso pentamethylene tetramine, barium azodicarboxylate, and benzenesulfonyl hydrazide, while
inorganic agents are sodium bicarbonate, ammonium carbonate, ammonium bicarbonate, and calcium
azide [56].

Table 4. Various commercial foam agents from E-markets.

Name of
Foam Agent

Property
Advantages

Density of
Refs.

Natural Synthetic Foam Concrete

Genfil
Herbal resin

based

√
-

Upgraded
high-yield herbal

resin based
foam agent
Stable foam

80 to 95 g/L 115–1600 kg/m3 http://www.foam-
concrete.com

LithoFoam
protein based

√
-

Improved silicone
oil resistance,

frost resistance
-Highly active

proteins

20–180 kg/m3 1600–1675 kg/m3 http://www.luca-
industries.com

CMX™
Synthetic based

-
√

Performs well
with a wide

variety of
ad-mixtures
withstand
higher lifts

1.02 kg/L 500–1600 kg/m3 https:
//www.richway.com

Sakshi CLC
Synthetic Based

-
√ Air entrainers

Set accelerator
Water Reducer

0.2–0.7 L/m3 300–1300 kg/m3 https://www.
sakshichemsciences.in/

EABASSOC
Synthetic based

-
√

It highly
concentrated,

highly efficient
liquid

0.3–0.6 L/m3 250–1800 kg/m3 https:
//www.eabassoc.co.uk

Varimax
Synthetic based

-
√ To offer a variable

high dilution ratio
1:40 150–1450 kg/m3 https://www.

vermillionassociates.com

LITEBUILT
Synthetic based

-
√

Quick
turn-around in the
production process.
No hateful or toxic

fume release

2–3 wt % of
the mixture. 300–1600 kg/m3 http://www.litebuilt.com/

Polyurethane foams are used as insulation spray for air-sealing buildings. Foam stabilizer is
added to enhance its slurry viscosity, which consists of 20% of triethanolamine, 40% of polyacrylamide,
and 40% of hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose [57].

However, Table 4 shows various commercial foam agents from E-markets. The chemical foam
agents are ordinarily protein-based, saponin, resin soap, synthetic, hydrolyzed protein, detergents,
and glue resins [58]. In the mixing stage of fresh concrete, the chemical a foaming agent usually added
into with the base-mix constituents to produce air voids via chemical reactions of foam agent, as a
void structure in the mass of concrete [45]. The utmost popular chemical foam agents are synthetic
and protein-based. The protein-based foam agents formed in a higher grounded and enclosed-cell of
air-voids structure. Permitting to incorporate the more prominent volume of bubble and gives a higher
steady bubble network whereas the synthetic ones abdicate more prominent extension and hence
lower density [58,59]. It is found that the extreme used of chemical foam volume causes a reduction in
flow, strength and density of concrete [53]. Though that the flow of FC is considerably influenced by
the time of mixing, showing that the lengthy mixing can result in the damage of the enclosed-cell of
air-voids by plummeting the air content [60] (Figure 2).

http://www.foam-concrete.com
http://www.foam-concrete.com
http://www.luca-industries.com
http://www.luca-industries.com
https://www.richway.com
https://www.richway.com
https://www.sakshichemsciences.in/
https://www.sakshichemsciences.in/
https://www.eabassoc.co.uk
https://www.eabassoc.co.uk
https://www.vermillionassociates.com
https://www.vermillionassociates.com
http://www.litebuilt.com/
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the compressed-air foam generator [61]. Reprinted with permission
from [61].

Reportedly, FC’s strength is commonly affected by the volume of foam content instead of its
dependence over the proportion of water and cement [62]. In particular, FC’s compressive strength is
greatly influenced by the type, volume, and quality of the foaming agent. For instance, by synthetic-foam
agent lower than protein-based foam agent [54,59]. It is found that the addition of air-voids in FC has
less influence on elastic modulus than on hardened strength [58]. Overall, the chemical foam agent
is recommended to be included directly after its manufacturing in a gluey form to assure the foam’s
constancy. Constancy is commonly further attained by including foam steadying fluorinated surfactant
into the FC [53,54,58]. Table 5 shows FC’s properties with a different dilution of foaming agent and
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the compressed-air foam generator [61].

2.4. Density

FC’s stability should be determined by the ratio between fresh and harden (testing age) densities
to obtain a similar quantity of the applied voids by foams. The foams in fresh state may burst and the
density at the testing age may increase subsequently. This phenomenon may alter the targeted density
and increase the dead loads for the structural member’s design. The strength is dependent by harden
densities and not related to fresh density. Fresh densities are measured to ensure the targeted density
is achieved.

From Table 6, it can be found that finer aggregate size may stabilize the density of FC for quarry
dust as sand replacements, while, charcoal as a sand replacement, exhibited high discrepancies on its
fresh and harden densities. On the other hand, the additives like strength enhancement chemical may
burst the foams as observed in [30]. Therefore, the chemical reactions between foams and additives
must be identified before applying them to the FC mix design.
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Table 5. Properties of FC with a different dilution of foaming agent.

Refs. Density kg/m3

Volume of Foam Agent

Type Materials Added
Compressive Strength

at 28 Days *
(MPa)By kg/m3 By Dilution

with Water

[63]
600 75–80 g/L 1:33

Lightweight aggregate,
PP fibers, sand,

and cement
25–58

541–1003 - 0.5–3% Sludge aggregate 25

[64] 1000 Cement–sand 1.82–16.73

[65] 1150 75–80 g/L -
Sand, fly ash,
and cement

10–26

[53] 982–1185 40 0.5–3%
Sand, fly ash,
and cement

1.0–6.0

[66] 650–1200 40 1:5 Sand, fly ash, cement 20–43

[53] 280–1200 40 1:5 Sand, fly ash, and OPC 0.6–1091days

[67] 800–1350 40 1:5 Silica fume (10–15%) P4.73

1380 0.25%
Fine sand, fly ash, lime,

and PP fiber

15–3077days
0.2–1180days

1.6–4.6180days

[66]
800–1500

70 1:40
PP fibers,

sand and cement
10–50

[52] 70 1:40 Course sand and OPC 1.0–7.0

[46] 650–1200 40 1:5 Partially (OPC-fly ash) 2.0–18

[54,58]

1000–1500

70 -
Fly ash, ultra-fine silica

filler, and silica fume
85.4365days

[68]
70 1:5

Fly ash (fine and coarse)
4.0–7.37days
1.0–2.07days
0.5–107days

[53,54] PP fiber and Silica fume 39.6–91.3

[69] 1000–1400 50 -
Fly ash, cement and sand

4.0–19

[70] 1400 70 1:2 5.5–9.3

1200–1600 70 - Fine sand and OPC 2.0–11

1710 50 - Fly ash, fine sand, and 5.4–13.2

400–1800 50 -
Fly ash, sand,
and cement,

44180days

[46,58]

1400–1800

50
1:35

Lightweight aggregate,
sand, and cement

9.9–39.5

[45] 59 13.8–48

[53] 50 - Fly ash only 25

[71,72] 80 1:35
75% fly ash, sand,

and cement
40

[73] 1500–1800 60 - Sand, aggregate
and cement

1.8–17.9

[74] 1837 30–50 1:5 28

* All reviewed compressive strength were tested at 28 days otherwise, it is mentioned beside the values.
PP = polypropylene; OPC = ordinary Portland cement.
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Table 6. Properties of FC with different sand grading.

Refs. Investigation Variable(s)
Density, kg/m3

Performance
Index, MPa

Strength

Fresh Hardened MPa

Aggregate Grading

[30]

Different charcoal
proportion and

particle size, passing
through size 2.36, 0.6

and 0.1 mm
(cement:sand = 1:1,

1:3)

1:1-P2.36 * 785 929 0.6 0.56

2:1-P2.36 * 775 1080 4.29 4.63

2:1-P0.60 * 950 1382 8.23 11.37

1:1-P0.60 * 965 1401 6.35 8.90

1:3-P0.60 * 900 1264 2.90 3.66

2:1-P0.10 *** 825–1120 1168–1509 3.28–10.46 3.83–15.35

1:3-P0.10 ** 945 1061–1080 3.63–4.63 3.91–5.00

[29]
Grading of sand with
diverse water-cement
ratio, 7-day strength

P1.18 ** - 1881–1928 8.80–12.76 24.2–42.0

P0.60 ** - 1905–1931 8.80–11.86 17.0–22.6

P0.90 ** - 1904–1931 8.80–11.27 17.0–21.7

[38]

Sand grading
with different

water-cement ratio,
14-day strength

P2.36 *** 1261–1352 1259–1350 2.98–4.06 2.30–3.01

P1.18 *** 1261–1352 1259–1349 2.97–3.98 2.31–2.95

P0.90 *** 1287–1399 1290–1345 3.19–4.39 2.47–3.36

P0.60 *** 1326–1352 1308–1352 4.27–4.52 3.19–3.43

[32]

Quarry dust as sand
replacement with

different W/C ratio
(100% refined

river sand,
75% refined quarry

dust and 25% refined
river sand,

100% refined
quarry dust)

0QD-0.52 1324 1271 5.21 4.10

0QD-0.54 1336 1269 5.29 4.17

0QD-0.56 1343 1330 5.80 4.36

0QD-0.58 1361 1345 5.53 4.11

75QD-0.52 1345 1339 5.79 4.32

75QD-0.54 1308 1280 6.38 4.98

75QD-0.56 1312 1301 6.46 4.97

75QD-0.58 1305 1295 5.68 4.39

100QD-0.52 1346 1334 6.76 5.07

100QD-0.54 1305 1279 6.85 5.36

100QD-0.56 1336 1301 6.34 4.87

100QD-0.58 1344 1323 6.15 4.65

[75,76]
Steel slag as sand

replacement
(0 to 100%)

0SS - 1677 24.8 14.8

25SS - 1652 18.3 11.1

50SS - 1638 15.6 9.5

75SS - 1617 11.5 7.1

100SS - 1639 9.8 6.0

All strengths were at 28-day concrete age, otherwise stated. * At 3-day concrete age. ** At 7-day concrete age.
*** At 14-day concrete age. P = Particle size which passing through different sieves size. QD = Quarry dust.
SS = Steel slag.

3. Characteristics of FC

FC is obtained from mixing base mix (normally mortar) with preformed foam (diluted foam agent
with high pressure). Another type of cellular concrete is aerated concrete, which uses aluminum powder
as a foaming medium at high temperatures. Aerated concrete will not be discussed, as the aluminum
powder is a flammable chemical under almost all ambient temperatures and is unstable at elevated
temperatures and pressures. FC’s material properties may have a significant influence on the structural
performance of these lightweight structures. The mechanical properties have been summarized,
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which give a significant and positive response to their structural behavior. The functional properties
will be discussed, and these might not influence an FC building’s overall structural performance but
notably benefit in reducing carbon footprint in building operation. FC consists of cement as binders,
sand as aggregates, water, and foams. As a consideration of economic and performance enhancements,
many researchers were introducing additives or replacements to the FC, such as fly ash [43,46,58,77],
silica fume [58,77], superplasticizer [77], fibers, and others. There is no specific method to determine
the mixing proportions. However, Kearley [46] proposed the calculation of mixing the proportions by
the target density method, and other researchers have practiced this.

3.1. Fresh Characteristics

Fresh characteristics may affect hardened mechanical characteristics. As an instant, self-compacting
characteristic must be obtained in a fresh state to maintain its workability, where foams bursting
may occur during concrete compaction and needs to avoid this event in concrete casting. Figure 3
shows the test procedures for flow table and inverted slump according to ASTM C1437 [78] and ASTM
1611 [79,80]. There are stability calculations and workability test in this stage. The consistency and
rheology should be attained as the mixed slurry can flow and hold the bubbles without segregation.
The accepted workability should fulfil spread-ability between 40 to 60% of the 20s for a self-compacted
mix [1,69] using an inverted slump test setup. Several methods to obtain a mix’s stability based on the
variance between the attained plastic density and anticipated plastic density, which is not meant to
exceed 2 to 7% [1,81,82]. Moreover, the workability of base mix for FC can be accepted when achieving
a spread of 85 to 125 mm for the mortar mix and 115 to 140 mm for the mix with fly ash [83,84].

’

 
(a) 

   
(b) 

Figure 3. Procedures of (a) flow table test for base mix and (b) inverted slump test [80]. Reprinted with
permission from [80].

Other than workability slump test, the base mix also can be determined from flow table test.
From Figure 4, for base mix flow table test, it was recommended to have water-cement ratio of 0.3 to
0.36 in order to obtain the flowability with optimum performance index, where flow diameter of 25 mm
may cause segregation when mixing with stable foams [80]. The particle size of binder and aggregate
also affect the concrete flowability but higher water needed as the surface area increase for inter
particle lubrication. Due to different methods have been assessed for FC workability, comparison was
barely made. However, it is suggested to have flowable concrete to avoid mechanical compaction that
potentially bursts the pre-formed foams in concrete matrix.
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Figure 4. Results from previous investigation on inverted slump and flow table tests [80]. Reprinted with
permission from [80].

3.1.1. Consistency

The FC property assessment at a fresh state regarding stability and consistency is measured
through the flow cone and marsh cone test. FC’s consistency is considered acceptable when the value
of flow time is less than the 20 s, and flow values range from 40 to 60% [69]. A study finding revealed
that the base mix consistency was dropped considerably with the foam addition. This phenomenon
is attributed to decreased dead weight, greater cohesion, and a higher dosage of superplasticizer [9].
Despite the FC consistency had a trend towards increasing at a higher ratio of water to cement,
the surplus quantity of water led to segregation. Anand [85] studied the characteristics at the fresh
state of FC comprising GGBS as a small substitution of cement and fly ash as substitution of fine
aggregate. No considerable change in the workability of FC was observed with ultrafine GGBS
addition. Furthermore, the decreased consistency was observed with the fly ash addition resulting
from higher particle fineness and higher water demand. More general note, the factor that affects the
mix consistency is aggregate density. The consistency is reduced, resulting from low-density aggregate,
and it can be enhanced by the fly ash addition [1].

3.1.2. Stability

It is pointed out that adding foam in the base mix had a significant impact on mix stability. The FC
is considered as good and stable when its spread flow is 45% [86]. The ratio of water to solid is essential
to generate a higher stable mixture with fly ash. The ratio of water/cement is significantly reduced
lower than 0.3, with the inclusion of water-reducing admixture, resulting in a 43% improvement of
stability. A small amount of foaming agent positively influences the stability of FC [87]. The cohesive
strength between the bubbles and base mix particles led to an increase in the mix stiffness; the collapse
of air foam occurs when mixing, which affects mix stability. This phenomenon was avoided with an
increased ratio of water to solid [69]. Several investigators suggested various techniques for finding
the mix stability, such as (i) the FC density at the fresh stage and target density compared to each
other, (ii) the ratio of actual and calculated water to cement was compared and maintained near 2%.
Jones et al. [86] examined the properties of FC stability, and the research outcome revealed that the
lower densities (<500 kg/m3) were observed, resulting in a higher risk of instability. The Portland
cement mixes with stable lower density were prepared by adding compatible calcium sulfoaluminate
(CSA) cement as a partial substitution. Cong and Bing [88] stated that strength and thermal insulation
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properties could be enhanced by incorporating silica fumes that provide pores more closely aligned
and closed. Findings indicated that the FC incorporated with quicklime led to a substantial increase in
density and strength, but foam’s stability is degraded. Extensive experimental research was conducted
by utilizing the materials locally available [89]. Foaming agent was prepared with saponin in plants,
and binding material is produced with lime and gypsum [9].

3.1.3. Workability

The FC workability can be assessed through the visual examination of viscosity. The slump test is
commonly used and unsuitable for FC with lower density [1]. It was highly recommended to find the
workability of lightweight concrete by the spreadability method [90]. An open-ended cylinder with a
150 mm height and a 75 mm diameter was utilized to measure spreadability. The cylinder is raised,
and the mean of two diameters of the spread volume was calculated bidirectionally; the measured
diameter should be close to 5 mm. FC’s spreadability falls in the range of 85 to 125 mm in cement sand
mixes, and 115 to 140 mm in fly ash mixes. When the volume of foam is higher, the mixes turn into
stiffer and needs a more significant amount of water to maintain workability. It was also mentioned
that quarry dust mixes displayed higher workability at a lower ratio of water to solid than bottom
ash [91].

3.2. Mechanical Characteristics

An assumption has been made that the FC had passed the requirements of fresh characteristics
before investigating its mechanical properties in the hardened stage. From equilibrium equations
of the basic principles, the stress–strain of steel and concrete at both elastic and plastic regions
and the yield strengths of steel and concrete, are essential parameters in reinforced concrete design.
As steel, is a quality-controlled product from factories, it will be less focused. Research findings for
concrete compressive strength (yield strength), modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, and FC’s flexural
strength are summarized. Moreover, Figure 5 shows hardened FC with air bubbles distributed in the
concrete matrix.

’

’
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’

concrete matrix. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Portland cement/ ground silica Portland cement/ ground silica 
 

silica A lime/ shale mixture, foamed 
 

 

Figure 5. Textures of various lightweight concrete [92]. (a) OPC and ground shale, foamed with
an autoclaved and aluminum powder, (b) OPC and ground shale, foamed with an autoclaved and
beating, (c) a shale/lime mixes, foamed with an autoclaved and aluminum powder, (d) OPC and dust,
from mix-foamed, moist cured, and an expanded shale kiln, (e) OPC only, foamed with moist cured
and aluminum powder, and (f) a mix of OPC and dust from an autoclaved and expanded shale kiln.
Reprinted with permission from [92].
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3.2.1. Compressive Strength

The density of FC is one of the underlying determinants to decide its compressive strength and
depends on dry density, porosity, and age [1]. The strength of FC is derived from the concrete matrix
and its microstructure. The compressive strength decreases exponentially when the concrete’s density
decreases, relative to normal concrete [1]. The observation was made that the FC blocks density is
much less than conventional concrete, and burnt clay bricks resulted in lightweight structure [93,94].
The seven days compressive strength was 1, and 10 MPa with the corresponding dry densities were
400 and 1200 kg/m3 [3]. The ratio of water to cement, size distribution, spacing factor, the shape of air
void, filler type, curing, and foaming agent type utilized are other factors influencing the compressive
strength. Additionally, exceptional compressive strength was attained, resulting from the mix contains
fine sand with the pores distributed uniformly than the course sand of uneven pores [95]. The strength
is also more reliant on the cementing matrix for compressive strengths up to approximately 35 MPa.
Research has proved that FC can achieve a high strength of 39.5 MPa for a density range of 1000 to
1500 kg/m3 with concrete age of 365 days [96]. The mixture contained rapid hardening Portland cement
and graded ash (ash/cement = 1, water/cement = 0.6, and water/binder = 0.3) with 1500 kg/m3 of
targeted density, resulting of 43.3% porosity in 365 days, dry and saturated densities of 1287.3 and
1530.5 kg/m3, respectively.

It was pointed out that the FC comprised various aggregate types such as expanded shale,
waste paper sludge ash (WPSA), glassy, quarry dust and clay, and lightweight porous exhibited
exceptional compressive strength [97,98]. An earlier study indicated that the specimen contains with
and without pulverized bone. No significant difference was spotted in tensile and compressive strength
and workability, while the design density is 1600 kg/m3 [99]. The compressive strength of FC is
alleviated by the inclusion of lightweight porous aggregate [100]. Other findings revealed that FC had
an increasing trend of strength by altering the ratio of water to cement and alleviating large-sized
bubbles [101]. A higher-strength of FC is attained when the ratio of water to binder is differed in the
range between 0.17 and 0.19 [1].

FC’s compressive strength is enhanced by adding fibers resulting in inhibiting the micro-crack
through adequate fiber bridging action. The significant enhancement in strength was noted in FC due
to the various types of fiber addition; carbon, polyamide, glass, polyvinyl alcohol, polypropylene,
and polyolefin [74,102]. The addition of steel fibers increases FC’s weight, and it also displays
a tendency to settle; thus, it is not recommended for this type of concrete [103]. As reported by
Steshenko et al. [7], the size of voids in the FC mixture is alleviated by introducing the microfibers and
plasticizer. Additionally, modifying additives inclusion resulted in a large amount of closed pores
formation in FC. Reportedly, the FC strength had a decreasing trend with increasing content of both
foam and fly ash [97]. From the test and research on lightweight concrete, it is observed that the FC
contains fly ash exhibited 36% enhancement in compressive strength in comparison to the bricks made
with clay [9]. In general, it is found that the volume and type of foam agent and cement type are highly
influenced by FC’s strength.

Table 7 shows the empirical formulations for obtaining FC’s compressive strength that might
be used to the concrete members’ structural performance design. The majority of the equations are
associated with the influence of the casted concrete’s gel-space ratio. The effect of the gel-space ratio
has been examined with uniaxial and biaxial compressive failures [104] for concrete pastes and mortars.
The micromechanics theory has been applied, and proven that the clinker-induced strengthening effect
increases as the initial water-to-cement ratio and hydration degree decrease. Prediction of FC strength
at the microstructural state is well-investigated with the development of series equations from Table 7,
and they have been applied to the compressive strength prediction of FC. For more precise prediction,
microstructure or nanostructure level should be studied as there are pores scattered in the mortar
matrix. Unlike previous research [104], the pores are developed during the hydration process while
pores in FC are introduced to mortar before the hydration process. Therefore, detailed investigation
should be conducted to include FC characteristics.
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Table 7. Empirical models for the compressive strength of FC [11].

Refs. Equation Symbols

[105] fc = K
[

1
(1+ w

c )+(
a
c )

]n K = empirical constant, w
c =water/cement ratio

n = gel–space ratio strength, a
c = ash/cement ratio

[71,72] fc = Ks ln
[

Pcr
P

] Pcr = the critical porosity corresponding to zero-length
Ks = a constant of Schiller’s equation

[106] fc = Kgn
K = the gel intrinsic strength

n = a constant of the Balshin expression
g = the Power’s gel–space ratio

[82] fc = Po[1− P]n Po = the strength at zero porosity

[63] fc = 1.27fc7 + 2.57 fc7 = 7-day compressive strength

3.2.2. Modulus of Elasticity

The modulus of elasticity of FC is 25% smaller than normal concrete, and it varies from 1 to
12 kN/m2 with the corresponding dry density ranged between 500 and 1600 kg/m3, respectively [107].
It is showed that the value of elastic modulus in FC is depended upon the aggregate fineness.
FC exhibited a lower elastic modulus value when fly ash is used as fine aggregate than the sand.
This phenomenon is ascribed due to a large fine aggregate quantity in the sand mix [81]. The FC
comprising a huge volume of coarse aggregate was exhibited lower elastic modulus value. The FC’s
elastic modulus value is significantly increased by incorporating the 0.5% dosage of polypropylene
fibers [2,101,107]. It has been reported that the modulus of elastic for FC is four times lower than normal
concrete [108]. Higher content of fine aggregate improved the FC modulus of elastic [107,109,110].
Table 8 shows the examples of empirical models for the elastic modulus for FC. Low elastic modulus
provides more flexible structures towards deformation, which will induce large deflection at the
ultimate limit state and corresponding high cracks at the serviceability limit state, preferable in
seismic areas [101]. Serviceability limit state checking on deflection is essentially needed. This large
deformation may exceed allowable deflection for safety perception, which will make the concrete fail
at the early stage of loading with this deflection limitation. On the other hand, it was found that FC’s
stiffness has been reduced after 90 ◦C for an investigation of FC in elevated temperatures [111].

Table 8. An empirical model for the elastic modulus of FC [1].

Refs. Equation Specifications

[95,109] E = 33W1.5f0.5
c

Pauw’s equation
W = the concrete density
fc = the compressive cylinder strength

[95] E = 0.99f0.67
c Fly ash as fine aggregate

[112] E = 5.31×W− 853 Density in the range between 200 and 800 kg/m3

[63] E = 6326γ1.5
conf0.5

c
γcon = concrete unit weight
Used polymer foam agent with Poisson’s average ratio of 0.2

3.2.3. Splitting Tensile, and Flexural Strengths and Fracture

The flexural strength of the lightweight aggregate and standard concrete is superior to FC.
It became known that the ratio of flexural and compressive strength in FC falls between 0.2 and 0.4 is
more significant in comparison with standard concrete, which had a ratio ranged between 0.08 and
0.11 [63]. It is also reported that the ratio between splitting tensile and compressive strengths ranged
from 0.2 to 0.4, which was greater than ordinary concrete has a ratio of 0.08 to 0.11 [11]. As pores
formed in the concrete matrix, it may create non-load cracks, which gradually reduces FC’s splitting
tensile strength. The American Concrete Institute [113] suggested adding fibers to benefit the splitting
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tensile strength at an early age. Initial cracks of concrete may become a permeable element that
accelerates the corrosion rate of the reinforcement bars. By adding fibers, they may increase FC’s
tensile strength by reducing cracks initially at the serviceability limit state. The flexural strength was
determined for FC with fibers, namely polyolefin [74], polypropylene [58,114] and waste tire steel
fibers [55], which added into the base mixture before foams are added. These fibers only marginally
increased the flexural strength of FC. Moreover, pulverized bone has been replaced for cement in FC
mixes, and its flexural performance has been studied [108]. The cracking formation and propagation
did not affect, while there was an accumulative effect in the pulverized bone. However, increasing the
replacement was significant in reducing the bending resistance of the tested beams [108].

Although many researchers were trying to relate the splitting strength to compression strength.
The splitting strength of a given lightweight concrete may not upsurge in a trend similar to the
increment of compression strength [115], where the tensile strengths are being over-estimated as the
compression strength increases above 35 MPa. Conferring to ASTM C330 [116], the lowest of 2.0 MPa
for tensile splitting strength is required to ensure the material performance adequacy. Previous research
findings [114] showed FC’s ability to achieve 2 MPa of splitting tensile strength on 90 days of concrete
age with polypropylene fibers.

Fracture energy is the energy dissipated that is supplied to a growing crack tip and balanced by
the energy dissipated from new surfaces’ formation. FC beams’ fracture energy was identified with
three-point bending tests on jagged beam samples [117,118]. The fracture strength increased in relation
to the increments of compressive strength and density. This fracture strength also affects the bond
strength between the reinforcement bar and concrete.

The ratio between the flexural and compressive strength varied from 0.15 to 0.35 is stated by
Narayanan and Ramamurthy [119]. This ratio was close to zero in FC’s case, with the corresponding
density being under 300 kg/m3. The addition of appropriate fibers in FC with a higher modulus of
elasticity, adequate length, and size can reduce cracking at the earliest age. The fiber addition in
FC tended to change failure mode from brittle to ductile, which led to the excellent enhancement
in flexural strength [58,120]. Investigators reported that the exceptional flexural strength could be
achieved in natural foaming agents, which are most readily available compared to synthetic foaming
agents [39]. For an equivalent density of FC mixtures without lightweight aggregate, fly ash, silica fume,
and water-reducing admixture, it led to enhancement in ductility as compared with FC incorporated
by additives on the mechanism of failure. It is worth pointing out that the additive based FC exhibited
higher width of cracks in lateral failure earlier the damage, and the increased decisive stress was
noted with increased density [120]. Due to less reinforcement and low shear strength in FC resulted in
untimely deformation. The utilization of carbon and expanded polypropylene fibers made a positive
contribution to improving foam’s behavior under shear [121]. Another contributory factor affecting
FC’s flexural strength is the amount of water, while the water amount is exceeding causes a deficiency
in flexural strength (uniform binder content) [91]. Besides, the splitting strength is greatly affected
by the inclusion of fibers in FC. It was reported that a 2% dosage of short polymer fiber, and the
grid reinforcement (glass-type bi-directional) have significantly improved flexural strength [2,101].
It was also stated that the fiber amount is excessive of 5%, the strength and interaction between two
reinforcement were reduced drastically [122]. The more excellent enhancement in FC’s mean failure
load can be achieved when carbon and basalt grids are effectively used as reinforcement [123].

3.2.4. Time Dependency

The time dependency properties of FC include the drying shrinkage and creep strain. Drying
shrinkage initiates in the first 20 days of concreting time, which significantly affects the concrete
strength. The drying shrinkage for FC was found to be around 4–10 times greater than ordinary
concrete. It has been suggested that reducing the adding of water to the cement ratio [1] can solve the
drying shrinkage problem. The lightweight sand aggregate and fiber are also added to control the
potential cracking risk [124]. Nevertheless, fly ash can diminish the drying shrinkage of polyurethane
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FC [125]. In terms of creep, sand was found more effective than lightweight aggregate in minimizing
it for FC [40]. All prediction models, GL2000 [126], ACI 209 [127], SAK [128], and CEB MC90 [129],
failed to estimate the drying shrinkage and specific creep of FC without aggregate [124].

3.2.5. Thermal Performance

FC is well-known for its use in acoustic and thermal insulation. FC has a 10-times greater level to
absorbs sound in comparison with normal concrete [130]. Furthermore, FC’s relatively low thermal
conductivity has become a feature for thermal-insulated walls, which may reduce the electricity
consumption of ventilation, heating, and air conditioning systems. These functional properties do
not contribute to FC’s structural behavior but an added token in low electricity consumption for
building performance.

The thermal properties of FC have been simulated for a range of 300 to 1700 kg/m3 [131]. The two
dimensional (2D) numerical model can be used for the porosity of less than 35%. The finite volume
method was adopted for heat transfer equations [132]. Moreover, an analytical solution was developed
in porosity and pore size for FC with density varied between 600 and 1800 kg/m3. The results have
been validated by experimental investigation.

Geopolymer FC has a relatively low thermal conductivity, ranging from 0.15 to 0.48 W/mK for
densities between 720 to 1600 kg/m3 [133]. Geopolymer FC with oil palm shell has found 48% lower
the thermal conductivity than conventional brick while obtaining 54% higher strength than normal
weight concrete [134]. Research [51] found that type of foaming agent may affect the thermal properties
and sorptivity of FC. It is less sensitive to alter in air content by protein to synthetic foams for concrete
thermal conductivity. Previous research found that the thermal properties depend on the quantity of
air trapped in concrete and the size of the foams. During building operations, the FC application may
reduce the energy used.

3.2.6. Acoustic Characteristic

The law of mass controls the transmission loss (TL) of airborne noise over FC. TL indicates frequency
and density, and it depends on internal resistance and the wall rigidity [135]. The normal concrete
has comparatively low acoustical absorbance than FC [133]. Acoustical absorbance investigation
on geopolymer based FC (GFC) revealed that the absorptivity for lower frequency sound waves
varied between 40 and 150 Hz was much higher and more critical to the thickness of material [133].
No significant changes in acoustical absorbance at low-frequency waves. On the other hand, fly ash
addition resulted in higher acoustical absorbance at higher frequency sound waves in the range of 800
to 1600 Hz. The dosage of foam is increased from 5 to 10% caused a decrease in material effectiveness
for a low-frequency sound wave. It also improves the materials’ effectiveness for average frequency
sound waves between 600 and 1000 Hz [9]. The GFC with 20 to 25 mm thickness showed an acoustical
absorbance rate of 40 to 150 Hz. It also indicated that the foamed cellular concrete with the density
ranged between 400 and 700 kg/m3, with the corresponding coefficient of absorbance ranged between
0.20 and 0.30 [9]. The sound propagation is obstructed by the closed disconnected pore, which leads to
reduced absorption, although it has relatively high porosity [1,3].

4. Reinforcement System

Since the foamed concrete is taking the compression stresses, reinforcements are introduced in
the structural members with poor tension behavior. Reinforcements can be applied within concrete
matrix, usually called fiber-reinforced concrete (will not discuss further in this manuscript), whereas,
they can also apply to a structural member as a tension system in concrete, recognized as reinforced
concrete, those referring to bar reinforced concrete. This composite system has been applied to building
systems in their extensive history as it works excellently with the building loads within building
servicing periods.
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4.1. Bar Reinforcement

The tension bar is usually used in the concrete structures, typically steel bar, in taking the
tension or flexural or shear stresses of a building. The tension bar has shown a good characteristic
with compressible concrete, to form a composite structure to sustain all applied loads. Like normal
concrete, FC also requires these bars (or tension system) to form a reliable structural member.
Steel reinforcement bars are fabricated according to code specifications. The referred codes include
ASTM (A706 [136] and A615 [137]), Eurocode (EN10080 [138]), British Standard (BS4449 [139] and
BS6744 [140]), Australian codes (AS4671 [141]). All of these bars must meet the fabrication requirements
before applying them into FC design. Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP bar) also has been innovatively
used in RFC design. However, there is no sufficient data in FRP-reinforced FC design and it is suggested
to use empirical experimental data to perform analysis for such combination.

4.2. Frame Reinforcement

Other than tension bars, the steel frame also has been introduced in the RFC design, notably slab
member [142] where light steel frame was inserted into the FC slab for flexural tests. The steel frame
was served as resistance to tension and shear stresses of the designed FC slab. No referred code has
been introduced, but the structural behavior has been analyzed using the stress block method. Figure 6
illustrates the steel frame reinforcement in FC slab.
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Figure 6. Foamed concrete slab with cold-formed steel as reinforcement [80]. Reprinted with permission
from [80].

5. Reinforced Foamed Concrete (RFC)

Before applying into the reinforced FC system, some requirements that need to be achieved for
the FC properties. The structural use of concrete should satisfy the minimum concrete grade of C20,
according to the Buildings Department of Hong Kong [143], which is a minimum value of 20 MPa
at a 28-day concrete age. Minimum grades from BS 8110 [144] for reinforced concrete are C15 for
lightweight aggregate concrete and C25 for normal weight concrete. As Eurocode 2 [145] does not
specify the minimum compressive strength, each density class’s minimum requirement should be
fulfilled for good design and building condition. Moreover, ACI 318-14 Section 19 [146] specifies that
the structural use of normal or lightweight concrete would satisfy a minimum strength of 17 MPa
for a 28-day concrete age. For different moment frames and structural walls, the recommended
minimum and maximum compressive strengths are 21 and 35 MPa, respectively. Therefore, the FC’s
ability, mentioned above, has a compressive strength requirement that makes it successful for the first
screening process. ASTM C330 [116] provides the lowest tensile strength of 2 MPa and FC is able to
achieve this tensile strength with polypropylene fibers.

For durability, it is not essential for the concrete to be incredibly durable, since covers can be
applied to resist the potential environmental hazards and chemical attacks. As the pores are not
continuous in FC, it gives an advantage to the durability as the hazards may not penetrate into
reinforcement bars to reduce its serviceability duration. However, Eurocode 2 and ACI 318 categorize
the concrete into several categories for potential threats, such as sulfate attack, chloride exposure,
etc. It was proven by [147] with SEM images of the formation of 50–100 µm pores and the maximum
dosage of liberated foams was 0.6% by weight of the binder. When exceeding 0.6%, the pores’ size was
increased thanks to the formation of interconnected pores.
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Shrinkage and creep are other variables in structural concrete design. As there is a lack of
information for shrinkage and creep, theoretical models, such as Pickett’s and Hansen’s equations,
have failed to calculate FC’s reliable predictions [124]. Lightweight aggregate, sand, and fibers make
up the mixture of materials that potentially improve these effects. Therefore, a new prediction model
should be developed for structural concrete design. At this stage, shrinkage and creep behavior has
been identified, where they have more significant effects than normal weight concrete. A prediction
model is yet to be developed.

Therefore, after all these related properties have been investigated and prediction models have
been developed, FC can be applied to a reinforced concrete structure design. Although there are no
mandatory requirements, like creep and shrinkage, it is advisable to include reinforced foamed concrete
design. It has more significant effects than normal weight concrete, and has a closed correlation with
concrete elastic modulus, tensile strength, and flexural capacity.

There are four identified basic actions for reinforced concrete structures: bending, axial load,
shear, and torsion. These actions can be designed solely or in any combination to fulfill Navier’s three
principles: stress equilibrium, strain compatibility, and material constitutive law. Metal reinforcement
has been introduced to the concrete to take the applied splitting strength where concrete is weak at the
tension zone. The stresses redistribution of reinforced concrete elements due to the problem of strain
compatibility between reinforcement steel and concrete may induce excessive deflections and lower
the member’s structural performance [148]. Therefore, bond strength is one of the reinforced design
concrete parameters due to the strain compatibility problem.

5.1. Bond Characteristics

Several factors influence the bond characteristics between concrete and steel bars, namely aggregate
size, water–binder ratio, type of reinforcement bar, bond length, bar diameter, and confinement.
Pull-out tests are usually used to determine the bond strength and bond stress-slip relationship.
Previous related research data have been summarized in Table 8. Research of [148] discovered that
bond strength for lightweight concrete was twice the code equation prediction than experimentally.
Generally, FC has a lower bond strength compared to normal weight concrete. Researchers from
Stellenbosch University [102,149–151] found that material improvement can be done by the addition
of aggregate to improve cracking tortuosity. The additive of polypropylene fibers improves the
bond between FC and reinforcement bar, and increment of fracture energy, material brittleness,
and reinforcement bond (Table 9) [102,151]. Durability has been reported in [102] and more complete
results will be reported in the future. Figure 7 shows the failure modes of FC with steel strips that
obtained from previous investigations [152–154].

– – –

–

– –
–

–

 

–
–

Figure 7. Failure modes of pull-out test of FC with cold-formed steel strips [152–154]. Reprinted with
permission from [152–154].
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Table 9. Previous research data on bond strength of lightweight cellular concrete.

Refs. Concrete Mix
Concrete

Density, kg/m3
Reinforcement

Bar, mm

Bond Behavior Compressive
Strength, MPaLength, mm Strength, MPa

[155] Aerated concrete 600 8 450 1.17–1.34 -

[156] Aerated concrete -

13.7 Aramid,
12.7 carbon,

12.1 fiberglass,
12.0 rounded bar,
12.2 deformed bar

125
100

5.4–10.2
5.1–8.8

-

[157]
Lightweight
aggregate FC

(expanded clay, shale)
300–1200 - - >0.5fcu -

[158–160] FC 800–1200
Steel strip G250
50 × 0.75 × 150

50 0.37–0.86 0.91–8.80

[152–154] FC 1500
Cold-formed

steel strip
600 × 50 × 2

200 1.64–2.05 6.63–9.72

[161]
Polystyrene foam

lightweight concrete
1886, 2294 12, 16, 22 48, 64 13.26–27.20 24, 27

[149,150] FC 1200–1600 10, 12, 20 30–100 1.19–11.64 10.41–32.26

5.2. Previous Research on RFC

Several research has been conducted for reinforced foamed concrete members and summarized in
the following contents.

5.2.1. Steel and FRP RFC

Jones and McCarthy [109] were preliminarily studying the possibility of applying FC to flexural
beams with gradual decreases in density. It has been concluded that the characteristics of FC, including
stiffness performance, comparatively low tensile strength, and excellent drying shrinkage strain,
ref. [109] may result in different structural behaviors than normal weight concrete. The previous
investigation on the FC beam reinforced by wire mesh as reinforcements achieved greater flexural and
compressive strengths than those FC with no reinforcement or reinforced by plastic mesh [162]. For FC
beams with oil palm shells, the shear behavior has been investigated [163]. With about 25% of the
modulus of elastic of normal weight concrete, FC beams exhibited 50% higher deflections, and twice
the number of cracks was found [163].

Moreover, Kum also studied FC beams, and design equations have been proposed [115].
The cracking mode and shear strength were investigated in this research. Normal weight concrete can
resist shearing until the flexural mode after the onset of diagonal cracking, while lightweight aggregate
concrete was incapable of improving enough resistance and materially ruined in a brittle shear manner.
It was also found that FC beams had diagonal cracks at lower loads. This is due to their low tensile
strength and ability to resist significant amounts of shearing after the onset of diagonal cracking before
the angular and irregular cracking planes at the macro level compared with the smooth crack surface
at the micro level [115].

Furthermore, precast FC walls have been investigated through experimental and numerical
studies [164]. The capacity of lateral force was majorly affected by the degree of dowel reinforcement
crossing horizontal connections. These walls responded structurally ductile and predictable with
preventing brittle failure with the connection placement. Nevertheless, the flexural behavior of slab
with RFC was investigated [142]. A proposal calculation of a new type floor slab system has been
suggested by [165], where normal concrete is bonded with FC with steel reinforcement. The flexural
performance of FC slabs with a cold-shaped steel frame also was investigated.

Moreover, lightweight FC strengthened with glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars was
investigated and associated with normal concrete beams [166]. It was discovered that lightweight
FC has a 3.6% increment of load capacity without reinforcement and an 11.54% increase in GFRP
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than steel reinforcement. The experimental results correlated well with the ACI model for deflection
and crack width predictions. Many researchers proved that lightweight concrete members have a
similar performance fundamentally to normal weight concrete [167,168]. Therefore, according to
recommendations in codes of practice, reduction factors should be introduced to normal weight
concrete design equations while being adapted to lightweight concrete members’ design.

5.2.2. Numerical Study of RFC

Three-points flexural test configuration for the notched beam was modeled to study FC facture
behavior using the extended finite element method [169,170]. The increment of density was found
a benefit to its stiffness, maximum tensile stress and fracture energy. The finite-discrete element
technique was used to estimate the fracture energy for FC [118,171]. The heat transfer model was
simulated for FC and the temperature fields were recorded for further analysis [172]. Finite element
analysis also was used to model heat transfer through pixelated microstructure [173]. Pore shapes of
non-circular and circular (square, hexagon, and pentagon) and the ellipse’s aspect ratio were studied.

6. Design Specifications for RFC

BS 8110, Eurocode 2, and ACI 318 are the reference codes in this section. Strength classes below
LC20/22 should not be applied for reinforced concrete, as illustrated in BS 8110. The design shear
resistance, torsional resistance, and deflection of a beam should be included with stated coefficients in BS
8110. For Eurocode 2, design specifications have been recommended for lightweight aggregate concrete
structures. Coefficients are introduced for the calculations of modulus of elasticity, tensile strength,
creep determination, and drying shrinkage. The details of the lightweight concrete design are as
stated in ACI 318-14, by presenting reduction factors when adapting traditional weight concrete
design equations.

6.1. Summary of FC for Structural Use

Before entering the RFC design, the structural use of FC should be achieved. Table 10 suggests
some mix design that can achieve a load bearing characteristic concrete. The requirements are,
minimum of 17 MPa of compressive strength, while 2 MPa of tensile strength according to ACI
and ASTM specifications. Other future FC mixes that can achieve the stated requirements are also
recommended to be applied in RFC design. Pozzolans, such as silica fume and fly ash, can be added
into concrete mix in order to achieve higher strength, and polypropylene fires also can be applied to
increase the tensile and flexural strengths of FC.

The strength of FC is highly depending on its density where there is an exponential correlation
between both parameters. As long as FC is able to achieve ACI and ASTM structural requirements,
it is acceptable to be applied in RFC. Moreover, British Standard suggests to use concrete class of C15
for lightweight concrete where Hong Kong code recommends C20 for the structural use. It is advised
to follow the stated specifications if there is no reference in one’s own country.

In order to achieve structural usage, the density is recommended to be at least 1500 kg/m3,
while for non-structural application, it can be controlled in a lower range of FC density. Silica fume
and fly ash should be added to FC to increase its compressive strength and polypropylene is suggested
to incorporate in concrete to enhance its tensile and flexural strengths. For non-structural application,
for acoustic and fire resistances, the foams should be as many as possible, where the air-bubbles in the
concrete act as a barrier for sound and thermal conductivity.

There are several factors governing in FC strength development, namely pozzolans and aggregate
grading, as they are altering the water–binder ratio. Pozzolans may significantly increase the concrete
strength and also requires more water for workability. In this circumstance, water reducing agent is
the solution to enhance its strength. Finer aggregate also will increase FC strength. However, it may
impractical in situ casting where factory precast solution may suit to this condition. Synthetic fibers,
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such as polypropylene, also enhance its flexural and tensile strengths. Therefore, FC can be used for
structural or non-structural elements.

Table 10. Some design mixes in achieving structural use of FC.

Ref. Binder Aggregate Density, kg/m3 Compressive
Strength, MPa

Split Tensile
Strength, MPa

[6,41,46,67,96]

Reactive
high-performance
concrete (RHPC) Unspecific

1958.3 79 -

1817.3 59 -

1450.3 32 -

RHPC, ungraded
fly ash

1751 43.3 -

1715.5 37.5 -

[174]

OPC + GGBFS +
polycarboxylate

copolymer (water
reducing agent)

Without sand

1600 40.1 -

1600 42.3 -

1600 45.8 -

1600 47 -

1600 44.7 -

1600 48.3 -

1600 51.8 -

1300 48.8 -

1300 20.8 -

1300 23 -

1300 28.7 -

1300 28.1 -

1300 25.7 -

- 47 2.7

- 48.5 2.8

- 37.2 2.2

[58]
OPC, silica fume,

fly ash
Polypropylene 1000–1500 20–50 >2.0

[3,10–12] OPC River sand 1800–1900 24.83–25.73 ~2.1

[101,175]
Cement +water-

reducing admixture
Sand, polypropylene

fiber

1974.9 22.5 3.06

2028.0 26.4 4.33

6.2. Ultimate Limit State

Structural members with lightweight concrete showed similar performances than normal weight
concrete performances, but to different degrees of performances [161]. Hence, it requires design
modifications where reduction factors are introduced to ordinary weight concrete design equations in
lightweight concrete design. A flexure beam’s failure is determined by the reinforcement conditions,
which are balanced, over-reinforced, and under-reinforced. Furthermore, a concrete strain of 0.003 is
suggested for the flexural member at extreme compression fiber for normal concrete [176]. According
to BS 8110, the flexural prediction is valid for FC without and with pulverized bone [108] based on
rectangular stress idealization for normal concrete. Another research [177] also proved that BS 8110 is
safe for application in the RFC beam using stress block analysis. The FC’s noticeable feature is the lower
tensile strength compared with equivalent strength of those of normal weight concrete. Shear friction,
the early focused interest in lightweight concrete beams, is assumed to have a predominant contribution
to the member shear capacity, as it was observed that tensile cracks spread through the aggregates [178]
as these aggregates have lower strength. FC without coarse aggregates was also found to agree well
with BS 8110 in developing shear capacities [179]. However, the shear tests data remain statically
scattered, which slows down the development of a reliable design for foamed or lightweight concrete.
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From previous research [115], it was found that diagonal cracks were formed at much lower loadings
in comparison with the ordinary weight concrete, due to its smaller tensile strength. The irregular and
angular cracking at a macro level is significant in resisting shearing after diagonal cracking.

6.3. Serviceability Limit State

It is essential to perform deflection checks due to the deflection of reinforced FC being more than
normal weight concrete, quantitatively. Although deflection checking, and crack controlling are not
available for FC, adopting design specifications of normal weight concrete into the design has been
suggested. The calculation of the span–depth ratio in Eurocode 2 is to control deflection to a maximum
of span/250 to avoid excessive deflection. Cracks were also found at least twice at the ultimate limit
state. The cracks during the serviceability limit state should be considered in the design, as cracks are
found predominantly in FC flexural beams. Therefore, crack control should be performed. The crack
width should be limited to the prediction formulations under a quasi-permanent combination of loads,
according to Eurocode 2 Section 7.

6.4. Design Treatment

The code modifications for reinforced lightweight concrete are limited to those lightweight
aggregate concretes, where lightweight FC design is rarely to be found in the code of practice. To date,
the code treatments for flexural and shear reinforced lightweight concrete design are described in the
following sub-sections.

Comparative studies have been carried out between normal and lightweight aggregate concretes
through experimental beam flexural tests [180]. It was concluded that lightweight concrete achieved
92% of moment capacity for normal weight concrete while exhibiting a 40% larger deflection, and the
density was not identified. For FC beams, experimental results showed a 22 to 24% lower ultimate load
than normal weight concrete, and 13 to 20% more deflection. Deflection checks for lightweight concrete
from BS 8110-2 should be limited by the span/effective depth ratio and multiplied by a reduction factor
of 0.85 if the imposed load exceeds 4 kN/m2. Eurocode does not specify for the flexural beam design.
Table 11 shows the comparison between experimental results with BS 8110-2 prediction.

Table 11. Comparison between previous research and BS 8110-2.

Ref.
Experimental

Ultimate Moment,
Mu (kNm)

Theoretical Ultimate
Moment from BS,

MBS (kNm)

Ratio,
Mu/MBS

Load at 1st
Crack, kN

Characteristic
Strength, fck (MPa)

Performance
Index, MPa

[31]
Slab

30.34 19.4 1.56 9.8 36.4 21.41
21.97 19.4 1.13 0.9 40.9 24.06
26.28 36.91 0.71 10.3 39.4 23.18
26.43 37.28 0.71 4.4 43.7 25.71
33.28 54.31 0.61 4 38.6 22.71
35.02 54.67 0.64 9.4 42.5 25.00

[108]
Beam

4.4 4.13 1.07 75 15.43 9.28
4.1 3.88 1.06 70 14.49 8.73
4.1 3.75 1.09 70 14.01 8.52

3.81 3.55 1.07 65 13.26 8.17
3.66 3.48 1.05 62.5 12.98 8.10

[177]
Beam

13.05 8.488 1.54 - 27.07 15.29
12.6 8.448 1.49 - 26.26 14.84

For shear members, ACI 318 addressed two methods in the design treatment for lightweight
aggregate concrete. Here, the square root relationship of compressive and tensile strengths is replaced
by cylinder splitting values, with reduction factors of 0.75 and 0.85 for all-lightweight concrete and
sand-lightweight concrete, respectively. ACI 318 also limits these methods for the concrete with a
strength of not more than 41 MPa. For high-strength lightweight concrete between 41 to 69 MPa,
the reduction factor of 0.85 for sand-lightweight concrete was found imprecise in predicting its shear
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capacity [181]. A reduction factor of 0.8 was introduced to all types of lightweight concrete in BS
8110. The maximum limits of shear stress (0.63fcu or 4 MPa) and compressive strength (40 MPa) are
applied to the design (Table 11). The computed shear strength is in an adequate safety margin for the
concrete strength that exceeds 40 MPa [182]. Eurocode 2 also provides a coefficient in determining
tensile strength. Eurocode 2 and BS 8110 are not specified in the design of FC. Only composite columns
have been found for compression members in previous research where FC was an infill material for
hollow cold-formed steel sections under fire tests [183,184]. A record of reinforced FC column was
rarely found in the previous investigation. However, there is a recommended factor from ACI 318.

6.5. Design Summary

Structural members for reinforced design are divided into flexural, shear, torsion, and compression
members. The current study was finding no relevant research has been conducted for reinforced
compression and torsion members. These behaviors have been observed from previous research on
other FC members, namely sandwich panels, while it is not included in this paper’s scope. For beam
flexural design, stress block analysis is suggested as it gives a reliable prediction for RFC beams,
according to BS 8110 [108,177]. For beam shear behavior, the summary and design are described in
Table 12, according to ACI 318, BS 8110, and Eurocode 2.

Table 12. Design consideration for lightweight aggregate concrete.

Behavior/Codes BS 8110 Eurocode 2 ACI 318

Pre-requirement
Concrete strength classes

≥LC20/22

Concrete density
<2000 kg/m3.

Not applicable to aerated
concrete or

open structures

Compressive strength:
17 MPa (general) and

20.7 MPa (special
moment frame)

Shear

LC20/22: Table 5.3 from
8110-2 [144]

<LC25/28: 0.8 of the values
of Table 3.8 from

8110-1 [144]
Limitation: no case should
the shear stress exceed the

lesser of 0.63
√

fcu
or 4 N/mm2

Crushing resistance:
reduction factor of

Equation 11.6.6N [145]

Modification factor
according to

Table 19.2.4.2 [146]

Flexural Not specified Not specified
Modification factor

according to
Table 19.2.4.2 [146]

Torsion
Clause 2.4 8110-2 and 0.8

of values of Table 2.3. [144]

Shear calculation is
according to

clause 11.6.2(1) [145]

Modification factor
according to

Table 19.2.4.2 [146]

Compression

Clause 5.7 and 5.8 [144]:
column and wall-stocky

and slender
members design.
Equation 34 BS

8110-1 [144], divisor 2000
is replaced by 1200

Not specified
Modification factor

according to
Table 19.2.4.2 [146]

Deflection

Design according Section 3
BS 8110-2 [144]

Check with span/effective
depth ratio clause 3.4.6.3

BS 8110-1 [144]

Span/effective depth
should be multiplied

by ηE
0.15

-
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From previous investigations and codes review, it is suggested to reduce factors of 0.75 for
shear, torsion, and compression, 0.70 for deflection control, and 0.60 for flexural members (Table 13).
For flexural treatment, it was found that reinforced FC has 24% lower than normal concrete for beam
and 0.60 for slab; therefore, a factor of 0.60 is proposed. For deflection control, only BS 8110-2 suggests
using a safety factor of 0.85 for lightweight aggregate concrete, but previous research showed RFC
beams deflected more than predicted, and it is suggested to replace by 0.70. It is essential to perform
the deflection and crack width, as they are significant for the structural behavior of FC, according to
Eurocode 2. It is suggested to design with experimental results at the current stage, which increases
the design reliability.

Table 13. Reduction factor for shear capacity of lightweight concrete.

Codes Shear Flexural Torsion Compression Deflection Control

Lightweight aggregate

ACI 318 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 -

BS 8110 0.80 - 0.8 - 0.85

Eurocode 2
Equation 11.6.2
and Equation
11.6.5 [145]

-
Equation

11.6.6N [145]
- -

FC

ACI 318 0.75–0.85 0.75–0.85 0.75–0.85 0.75–0.85 -

Previous research 0.9–5.1 a 0.60–1.56 b - - 0.71–0.83 c

Suggestion for FC 0.75 0.60 0.75 0.75 0.70
a range obtained from [138]; b range obtained from [26,58,133]; c range obtained from [136]. Note: ACI also
recommends using the equation of 19.2.4.3 for reduction factor calculation if the splitting tensile strength and
compressive strength are obtained experimentally.

As the creep and shrinkage may arise as one of the major issues in design for long-term effect,
it is suggested to restrict compression members’ usage, such as columns and walls. Non-load bearing
walls, namely brick wall, can be replaced by FC for better thermal comfort experiences, as the loads
can be transferred through structural frames. However, BS 8110 clause 5.7 and 5.8 describe the column
and wall design for lightweight aggregate reinforced concrete design where the slender column and
wall are emphasized in this context. For compression and torsion, the reduction factors are proposed
for 0.75. Research is needed for design verification for the use of the long-term effect.

7. RFC Utilizations

Limited built models with RFC can be referred to in real cases. Therefore, only some FC
applications and future improvement studies are included in this section. Throughout this summary,
it may accelerate the use of RFC in the current construction industry.

7.1. FC Utilizations

Due to the practical and manufacturing unusualness of many experts and the difficulty of
attaining structural strength in the last 60 years, FC has been widely ignored for usage in concrete
structural applications (Table 13) [185]. In most cases, FC was employed to fill voids and used as
thermal insulation and behavior as a sound damper [12,185]. Developments in mechanical and
chemical bubbling methods, admixtures of concrete, and other additives considerably amended FC’s
constancy and hardened characteristics [186,187]. Simultaneously, the appropriate use of FC for
structural concrete uses is well-known, and many investigative works have concentrated on increasing
mechanical characteristics [10,12–14,45,53,185–188]. However, FC’s application has been noticeable as
widespread applications internationally, particularly in the areas of distress from housing scarcities
or endangered to adverse climate, storms, and tremors [189]. FC could be made with a range of
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dry densities limited between 300 and 1850 kg/m3, with 28-day strengths of about 1 and 58 N/mm2,
respectively [1]. FC has a superior function at resisting fire and its acoustical and thermal insulation
characteristic marks it perfect for an extensive range of applications, from void filling to insulating
roofs and floors. It is also mainly valuable for ditch restoration [12]. In addition, many other typical
uses of FC are applied under concrete pavement, to avoid ice lurch in road and rail networks, to protect
narrow foundation structures and placements, to avert ice lurch underneath pile caps and ice jacking
of thin piles, to apply (as a mortar) to seal unrestricted tubes and as backfill under suppressed oil
ground components, to reduce the heat under warm oil containers and the reservoir seats, to block
cavities under floors, and to decrease the thermal gradient and the thermal stress in warm concrete
pits (and, consequently, protect shallow) [185]. In Arab countries, the beneficial characteristics of
FC, such as its lightweight nature and thermal insulation., It can be used as appropriate material to
decrease the negative influence of earthquakes, and resolve the adverse consequence of the changes in
temperature [1]. Further, FC applications are economical concerning repair, retrofitting, strengthening,
and rehabilitating concrete structures [157].

7.2. Future Improvement

Kum [115] found that shrinkage cracking, which developed in the FC, may become an issue
in the future of material research. Creep strain is another parameter that is rarely found in current
research trends. A gradual increment of strain for concrete in a function of time is referred to as a
creep deformation. Long-term behavior needs to be investigated as it is affecting the overall structural
performance of FC members. Creep and shrinkage prediction models should be developed for different
structural concrete member design. As the concrete matrix of lightweight aggregate concrete varies
with FC, the interaction of steel reinforcements and a concrete matrix may also exhibit different
structural performance. The pores minimize this interaction, which may result in slipping between
these two materials.

For shear behavior of a reinforced beam, the design remains in doubt for structural members.
For the deflection check and crack control, there remains uncertainty for further investigations.
As found in previous research, the cracks were found more than normal weight concrete at ultimate
strength, and led to excessive deformation of reinforced FC structures. Confinement with steel strap
or other materials may mechanically increase the member capacity while reducing cracks at the
serviceability state.

The large volume of voids may promote electrochemical movement and prevent the passive
layer [190]. Therefore, corrosion may take place and reduce the strength of RFC. The research direction
of this passive layer is essential in assisting designers for reliable FC building construction.

A life cycle assessment has been done for lightweight aggregate concrete blocks in China’s
production [191]. From the life cycle stages of raw material achievement, production, use/recycle/repairs,
and reutilize/waste management [191,192], lightweight concrete seems to require less energy,
which leads to more sustainable practice. Other research also highlighted the environmental impacts of
FC production [193]. Reducing the carbon footprint was discovered and found more sustainable than
autoclaved aerated concrete for wall construction [193]. Therefore, it is important to identify lightweight
FC’s sustainability through a life cycle assessment, as it is claimed as a green constructional material.

8. Conclusions

Although the FC’s properties have been rigorously investigated, the application for reinforced
foamed concrete is yet to be exposed. During the comprehensive review, FC properties have
been summarized to determine its feasibility on the application in various types of structural use.
Other properties were evaluated and equated with the normal weight concrete; however, its prediction
models have yet to be developed. The properties of FC can be summarized accordingly, where the
compressive strength values were greater than 40 MPa at 28 days, but was marginally achievable for
structural use with >17 MPa.
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- Elastic modulus: four-times lower than normal concrete, which justified that there are more cracks
during serviceability state;

- Splitting tensile strength: non-loading cracks from pore formation may induce lower tensile
strength, minimum permissible strength of 2 MPa is suggested by ASTM C330;

- Time dependency properties: all prediction models, GL2000, ACI 209, SAK and CEB MC90,
failed to estimate the drying shrinkage and specific creep of FC without aggregate;

- Bond strength: generally lower than normal concrete, but able to be applied in RFC design.

Due to limitations in design specifications, this review paper also summarizes the nuances of
designing structural members with RFC. It can be concluded that, in this stage, for RFC design,
only ACI 318 offers suggestions for reduction factors in ultimate limit design for beam shear capacity.
For deflection and crack control, Eurocode 2 should be adopted for FC design. Both designs,
through ultimate and serviceability limit states, should be performed, as cracks may be found often in FC.
Proposed reduction factors should be adapted to the RFC design for safety consideration. Compression
members are suggested to be investigated, especially creep and shrinkage, before confident design
can be obtained. Currently, reduction factors of 0.75 are proposed for shear, torsion, and compression,
while 0.60 and 0.70 for flexural and deflection control respectively.

Some issues need to be concentrated in future research direction for securing more reliable design.
In revealing RFC’s behavior, it is suggested to perform bond properties of reinforcement bar and
FC with various densities, which are rarely found in the current research trend. Comprehensive
environmental research on RFC should also be performed as it is potentially reducing the carbon
footprint in the construction industry. However, the environmental impacts should be identified and
possibly quantified.
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